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Abstract

The biggest power consumer in data centers is the stor-
age system. Coupled with the fact that disk drives are
lowly utilized, disks offer great opportunities for power
savings, but any power saving action should be transpar-
ent to user traffic. Estimating correctly the performance
impact of power saving becomes crucial for the effective-
ness of power saving. Here, we develop a methodology
that quantitatively estimates the performance impact due
to power savings by taking into consideration the prop-
agation delay effects. Experiments driven by production
server traces verify the correctness and efficiency of the
proposed analytical methodology.

1 Introduction

As one of the main power consumption components in
today’s data centers, storage systems have emerged as
components where power can be saved. In data centers,
hard disk drives (HDDs) are still the most widely used
storage equipments despite the emergence of new stor-
age technologies such as solid state drives (SSDs) [8, 3].
The extremely low utilization of HDDs indicates that
there are plenty of idle periods that can be used for
power saving purposes. Spinning down the HDDs during
idle periods has been adopted in archival or backup sys-
tems [1], and even high-end computing environments [5]
for power savings.

User service level agreements require power savings
to be transparent to user traffic. To achieve efficient
power saving while protecting user performance is not
easy. If in a power saving mode, the storage system can-
not serve the incoming user traffic immediately, because
some time is needed to adjust mechanical components to
be able to serve the request that arrived while the system
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is in power saving mode. Such delay is usually orders
of magnitude larger than the user response time and may
affect more than a single request, i.e., could propagate
to subsequent requests and severely compromise perfor-
mance. Our target here is to develop a methodology that
captures the delay propagation and estimates the perfor-
mance impact caused by power savings.

In [2] a Markov Model of a cluster of disks is used to
predict disk idleness and schedule the spin down of disks
for power savings. This model is based on two states,
ON and OFF, and a prediction mechanism that relies on
a probability matrix. A Dynamic Power Management
(DPM) algorithm is introduced in [4] that extends the
power savings states from idle and busy (idle and busy
here are defined according to whether there are outstand-
ing IO requests in storage system) to multiple power-
saving states based on a stochastic optimization. This
algorithm has the best power savings, i.e., 25% less, and
best performance, i.e., 40% less, compared to other DPM
algorithms. Both [5] and [9] use workload shaping tech-
niques for power savings and also use a fixed idle waiting
period before entering a power saving mode in order to
reduce the performance degradation but often no perfor-
mance guarantees on user traffic. The framework in [7]
schedules power savings with performance guarantees
by specifying “when” and “how long” to power down
a disk. In this paper, we propose an analytic method-
ology to enhance the framework in [7] by modeling the
propagation delay effects and estimate quantitatively the
performance impact of power savings.

Although the main contribution of this work lies in its
theoretical aspect, we also conduct trace driven simula-
tions to verify its practical benefit. We drive the evalua-
tion via a set of enterprise disk drive traces and compare
the results to other common practice methods adopted in
many of today’s systems. The excellent agreement be-
tween the results from the trace driven simulations and
the user predefined targets, corroborates on the robust-
ness of the analytical methodology.



Input parameters

D Quality metric - performance:relative increase in average response time due to power savings.
S Quality metric - power savings:portion of time in power savings. Expressed as percentage.
P Penalty due to power savings (i.e., time to reactivate a diskfrom a specific power saving mode).

Monitored metrics

p( j) Probability of idle interval of lengthj.
CDH( j) Cumulative probability of an idle interval of lengthj.

E[I ] Average idle interval length.
RT Average IO request response time.

Intermediate metrics

W Average additional waiting time IO requests experience dueto the disk being in a power saving mode.
wi Additional waiting time affecting IOs in theith busy period following a power saving mode.

Probi(w) Probability ofw waiting time for the IOs in theith busy period following a power saving mode.
i j Length of thejth idle interval following a power saving mode.

Output parameters and estimated metrics

I Amount of time that should elapse in an idle disk before it is put into a power saving mode.
T Amount of time that a disk is kept in a power saving mode, unless a new IO arrives.

D(I ,T) Achieved average degradation of response time due to power savings.
S(I ,T) Achieved time in power savings.

Table 1: Notation used in Section 2. All time units are in ms.

2 Methodology

The framework in [7] schedules the power saving such
that extra delays due to power saving is transparent to the
user traffic1. We summarize the parameters used in the
algorithm in Table 1. Transparency to the user is mea-
sured by the relative performance degradationD, which
is defined as the relative increase in average response
time due to power savings.

The basic idea is to limit the time in power saving
mode so that the small idle periods are not used for power
savings and the system can be proactively ready for serv-
ing new user traffic. For this, the framework computes
two scheduling parameters:I is the amount of time that
should elapse in an idle disk before it is put into a power
saving mode andT is the amount of time that a disk is
kept in a power saving mode, unless a new IO arrives.
The cumulative Distribution Histogram (CDH) of idle
times observed in the system is used to computeI and
T. Since there may be multiple(I ,T) pairs that can of-
fer performance guarantees, we therefore index them as
(Il ,Tj). Performance does not degrade more than the tar-
get percentageD on the average:

D ≥
W(Il ,Tj )

RTw/o power saving
, (1)

1The applications end performance can be impacted by many fac-
tors (e.g., CPU, memory, networking, etc.), thus for unbiased analysis,
we focus only on the disk performance itself, which is measured by the
IO requests average response time.

whereRTw/o power savingis the monitored IO average re-
sponse time without power saving andW(Il ,Tj ) is the aver-
age IO waiting due to the power saving modes using the
scheduling pair(Il ,Tj ) .

If (Il ,Tj) satisfies the targetD, then the corresponding
“time in power savings”Sl , j can also be computed. As-
sume thatP is the time necessary to bring a disk drive out
of a specific power saving mode. BecauseTj includesP,
for all idle intervals longer than (Il +Tj −P), the time
in power saving is(Tj −P). For all idle intervals with
lengtho betweenIl and Il + Tj −P, the time in power
saving iso− Il . Therefore,

Sl , j =
∑

Il+Tj−P
o=Il

p(o) · (o− Il)

E[I ]
+ (2)

∑max
o=Il+Tj−P p(o) · (Tj −P)

E[I ]
,

wherep(o) is the probability of the idle interval of length
o, maxis the value of the last bin in the CDH, andE[I ] is
the average idle interval length.

The framework chooses the scheduling pair(I ,T) to
be the pair(Il ,Tj) that results in highest time in power
savingSl , j .

2.1 Delay Estimation Methodology

To make the framework correct and efficient, it is criti-
cal to estimate correctly and accurately thewaiting time
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Figure 1: (a) No delay propagation. (b) Delay propagates
two busy periods.

(or delay) caused to IOs arriving during or after a power
saving mode. Here, we develop a methodology for esti-
mating the delay that can take into consideration of the
propagation delay effects.

Recall theW is the average IO waiting due to enabling
a power saving mode. Upon an IO arrival,W can be
at mostP. By denoting a possible delay asw and its
respective probability asProb(w), then

W =
P

∑
w=1

w ·Prob(w). (3)

The power saving mode preemption timeP may be
longer than the average idle interval and the average busy
period. As a result, the delay due to a power saving mode
maypropagatein multiple user busy periods, i.e., it may
delay not only the requests in the first busy period imme-
diately following a power saving mode, but also delay the
requests in future busy periods. Although all IOs in one
busy period get delayed by the same amount, the delay
propagates to multiple busy periods and different delays
may be caused to IOs in future busy periods because of
the activation of a single power saving mode. Figure 1
depicts the delay propagation effect.

To estimateProb(w) of a delayw, we identify the
events that happen during disk reactivation that result in
a delayw and estimate their corresponding probabilities.
These events are the basis for the estimation of the av-
erage waitingW due to power savings. Without loss of
generality, we assume that a disk reactivation affects at
most K consecutive user busy periods. The larger the
K, the more accurate our framework is. In general, the
larger theP, the larger theK to improve estimation ac-
curacy. In our estimations,K is set to be equal toP,
which represents the largest practical value thatK could
take. During disk reactivation, the delay propagates as
follows:

- First delay: IOs arrive during a power saving mode
or disk reactivation and find an empty queue and a disk
that is not ready for service. These IOs would have made
up thefirst user busy period if the disk would have been
ready. Their waiting due to power saving isw1 ms (where
the indexi = 1 indicates the first busy period and 1≤
w1 ≤ P).

- Second delay: IOs in the “would-be” second busy

period in the absence of the power saving mode, could
also be delayed if the above waitw1 is longer than the
idle interval i2 that would have followed the above first
busy period. The waiting time experienced by the IOs of
the second busy period following a power saving mode
is w2 = (w1− i2).

- Further propagation: In general, the delay propa-
gates through multiple consecutive user busy periods un-
til all the intermediate idle periods absorb the initial de-
lay w1. Specifically, the delay propagates forK con-
secutive user busy periods if(i2 + i3 + ...+ iK) < w1 <
(i2 + i3 + ...+ iK + iK+1). The IO waiting times due to
this power saving mode arewj for 1≤ j ≤ K.

Denoting with Probk(w) the probability that wait
w occurs to the IOs of thekth delayed busy period,
we estimate the probability of delayw as Prob(w) =
∑K

k=1Probk(w). Without loss of generality, we measure
the idle interval length as well as the wait within a gran-
ularity of 1 ms. The granularity depends on the moni-
toring method, usually, the coarser granularity, the less
accuracy, but less monitoring overhead. As a result, the
delayP may occur only to IOs of the first delayed busy
period, because for the IOs of the second (or higher) de-
layed busy period the intermediate idle interval would
absorb some of the delay and would therefore reduce it.
The same argument can be used to claim that the delay
of P−1 can occur to only IOs of the first and second de-
layed busy periods. In general, it is true that the delay
w = P− k may occur only to the IOs of the firstk+ 1
delayed busy periods (0≤ k≤ K).

The fact above is used as the base for our recursion that
computesProb(w) for 1≤ w≤ P. The base isw= P and
Prob(w= P) = Prob1(P) because the delayP is caused
only to the IOs of the first delayed busy period. For a
scheduling pair(I ,T), the delay to the first busy period
following a power saving mode isP for all idle intervals
whose length falls betweenI andI +T −P. The proba-
bility of this event is given as CDH(I +T −P) - CDH(I ),
where CDH(.) indicates the cumulative probability value
of an idle interval in the monitored histogram.

The delayw1 caused to the IOs of the first busy pe-
riod following a power saving mode may be any value
between 1 andP. Using the CDH of idle times, the prob-
ability of any delayw1 caused to the IOs of the first busy
period are given by the equation below

Prob1(w) =











CDH(I +T −w+1)−CDH(I +T −w),

for 1≤ w< P

CDH(I +T −P)−CDH(I), for w= P,
(4)

If the lengthi2 of the idle interval following the first de-
layed busy period is less thanw1, then the IOs of the sec-
ond busy period may be delayed too by,w2 = (w1− i2).
The IOs of the second busy period are delayed byw2 =w
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if (1) the idle interval following the first delayed busy
period isi2, which happens with probabilityp(i2), and
(2) the first delay wasw1 = w+ i2, which happens with
probabilityProb1(w+ i2). Assuming independence, the
probabilityProb2(w) is given by the equation

Prob2(w) =
P−w

∑
j=1

Prob1(w+ j) · p( j), (5)

whereProb1(w+ j) for 1≤ j ≤ P−w−1 is defined in
Eq. (4) andp( j) is the probability of an idle interval of
length j.

The delayP−1 can occur only to the IOs of the first
busy period with probabilityProb1(P−1) and to the sec-
ond busy period with probabilityProb2(P− 1). Using
Eqs. (4) and (5), we get

Prob(P−1) = Prob1(P−1)+Prob(P) · p(1). (6)

This implies thatProb(P−1) depends only ofProb1(.)
andProb(P) which are both defined in Eq. (4) and rep-
resents how the baseProb(P) of our recursion is used to
compute the next probabilityProb(P−1).

Similarly, we determine the probabilities of delays
propagated to the IOs of the busy periods following
the power saving mode and establish recursion for all
1 ≤ w ≤ P. For clarity, we show how we develop the
next recursive step and then generalize. Specifically, the
delayw3 is caused to the IOs of the third delayed busy
period andw3 takes values from 1 to at mostP−2 (recall
that the granularity of the idle interval length is 1 ms).

Prob3(w) =
P−w

∑
j=1

Prob1(w+ j)
j−1

∑
j2=1

Prob2( j − j2) · p( j2).

(7)
The delay ofP−2 does not propagate beyond the third
delayed busy period and its probability is given as the
sum of probabilities of its occurrence to IOs of the first
delayed busy period,Prob1(P−2), second delayed busy
period, Prob2(P− 2), and third delayed busy period,
Prob3(P−2). Using Eqs. (4), (5), and (7) we obtain

Prob(P−2) = Prob1(P−2)+ (8)

Prob1(P−1) · p(1)+Prob1(P) · p(2)+

Prob1(P) · p(1) · p(1)

Substituting Prob1(P − 1) + Prob(P) · p(1) with
Prob(P−1) from Eq. (6) we get

Prob(P−2) = Prob1(P−2)+ (9)

Prob(P−1) · p(1)+Prob(P) · p(2).

In general, for thekth delayed busy period, delayw oc-

curs with probabilityProbk(w) given by the equation

Probk(w) =
P−w

∑
j=1

Prob1(w+ j) · (10)

j−1

∑
o2=1

Prob2( j −o2) ·

o2−1

∑
o3=1

Prob3(o2−o3) · ... ·

ok−2−1

∑
ok−1=1

Probk−1(ok−2−ok−1) · p(ok−1).

Recursion in Eq. (10) is generalized using probabilities
defined in Eq. (11) as follows

Prob(w) = Prob1(w)+
P

∑
j=w+1

Prob( j) · p( j −w). (11)

To estimate the average delayW, first all Prob1(w) for
1≤ w≤ P can be estimated using Eq. (4). Then starting
from w= P, all probabilitiesProb(w) for 1≤ w≤ P are
computed using the recursion in Eq. (11). Note that the
granularity of the CDH bins determines the granularity of
the recursion step. In the above presentation, we assume,
without loss of generality, that each bin is 1 ms.

3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the delay propagation
methodology using a set of disk-level enterprise traces
collected at mid-size enterprise storage systems hosting
dedicatedly server applications such as a development
server (“Code”) and a file server (“File”) [6]. Each trace
corresponds to a single drive and is collected at the disk
level, therefore each request is a single task arriving at
the disk. The traces record the arrival and departure time
of each disk-level request allowing for exact calculation
of the histogram of idle times.

Table 2 gives an overview of these traces. The traces
are characterized by very low utilization, but highly frag-
mented idleness. Notice the differences in the mean idle
intervals and their coefficients of variation (C.V.s), which
suggests there are many small idle periods and the delay
propagation effects may be severe.

We use our delay estimation methodology to esti-
mate the delay due to power savings and computes the
scheduling pair(I ,T) that can satisfy user predefined
targets. Specifically in the trace-driven simulation, the
power saving modes are activated only afterI idle time
units elapse. The disk remains in a power saving mode
for at mostT time units. A new IO arrivalalwayspre-
empts a power savings mode and reactivates the disk
drive, which takesP units of time. In our experiment,
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Trace Util Idle Length (ms)
(%) Mean CV

Code 1 5.6 192.6 8.4
Code 2 0.5 1681.6 2.3

File 1 1.7 767.5 2.3
File 2 0.7 2000.2 3.8

Table 2: General Trace characteristics. All traces have a
duration of 12 hours.

we assume that the power saving is at Level 3 [7], i.e.,
the drive heads are unloaded from the drive platters but
without slowing the platter’s rotation. The drive con-
sumes 15-20% less power than the “active” idle mode,
where the disk can serve the new user requests immedi-
ately. The penalty to reload the disk heads is about half
a second, so theP is set to 500ms.

We show the correctness and robustness of our delay
estimation methodology by comparing the simulation re-
sults with the various user predefined performance tar-
gets. We also show the efficiency of the framework by
comparing its performance to common practices used for
power savings in storage systems. The most common ap-
proach is to idle wait for a fixed amount of time before
putting a disk into a power saving mode. Usually the
fixed amount of time is set to be a multiple of the penalty
P to bring back the disk into the operational state. Here
we show results obtained when the idle waitI is set to
2P. A second approach is to guide power savings by the
current utilization levels in the storage node (i.e., disk
drive). Here, we apply the first approach of fixed idle
wait only if the utilization in the last 10 min is below a
pre-defined threshold (set to the average utilization in the
trace).

In Figure 2, we plot the performance degradation and
power saving results of the framework and the above two
common practice methods. In the interests of space, we
only show the results of Code 2. Three performance tar-
gets are evaluated: a strict performance target of 10%, a
normal target of 50%, and a loose target of 100%. For
the two common practice methods, the performance tar-
get cannot be set beforehand and slowdown may be un-
bounded. In practice, in order to limit the performance
slowdown, a fixed idle wait and/or a utilization threshold
are set such that the system goes into power savings only
occasionally.

In Figure 2, the y-axis is in log-scale. Absolute val-
ues are shown above each bar. These results come from
the trace-driven simulations. By comparing the absolute
values above each bar with the performance targets un-
der each bar, the agreement suggests the correctness and
effectiveness of our methodology. In addition, the fixed
idle wait method forI = 2P results in a slowdown of
5662%, i.e., several orders of magnitude more than the

framework for less than 10 times the power savings. The
utilization-guided method reduces performance degrada-
tion of the fixed idle wait method, but its power sav-
ings are 10 times lower than our framework for similar
performance slowdowns. These results clearly illustrate
the efficiency of the framework in the delay estimation
methodology in terms of meeting performance targets
while achieving high power savings.

Figure 2: Performance degradation and time in power
savings for Code 2 under the framework we use and other
common practices, i.e., fixed idle wait and utilization-
guided. Because y-axis is in log scale, the y-axis values
are shown for each bar.
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